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Abstract:The advancement of medical field needs a more secure 

function for sharing the medical related images in the present 

environment. For making secure transmission of medical images 

the best solution is cryptography algorithm. There are many 

cryptography algorithm existing in the market out of the entire 

algorithm we are select the best encryption algorithm which is 

really suitable for medical images transmission. Transmission of 

data is easy at the same time secure transmission are meet the 

different challenges. To full fill the all the challenges we 

concentrating the encryption algorithm which is highly secure. 

For making more secure transmission hybrid model encryption 

algorithm support more compare to single encryption algorithm.  

Its having capable of providing confidentiality, authenticity and 

integrity services to medical images exchanged in telemedicine 

applications.  The same hybrid model encryption may implement 

in real time application using FPGA device. While implementing 

in hardware the following factors need to be concentrate more 

such as power, area, throughput, PSNR, Sensitivity etc. keeping 

all the factors in mind the hybrid model encryption algorithm are 

developed for secure transmission of medical images. The aim of 

the research is to encrypt and decrypt medical images efficiently 

and effectively protect the transmitted data. This research paper 

presents a model for encrypting transmitted medical image data. 

This model uses the following encryption algorithm such as 

Advanced Encryption Standard, Rivest Cipher 4.   

 

Keywords-Hybrid Cryptography algorithm, Advanced Encryption 

Standard, Rivest Cipher 4, Field Programmable Gate Array, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid growth of communication technologies, security and 

confidentiality has become one of the main concerns for 

avoid security issues. Cryptography plays an important role 

to provide privacy, authentication and integrity protection. 

The cryptosystems are mainly used in different future 

applications, such as cellular phones, cable/Sat TV 

broadcasts, radio modems, smart cards, ATM networks, 

garage door openers, online banking etc. Generally two 

types of cryptosystems are used, such as symmetric key and 

public key systems. Symmetric-key cryptography refers to 

encryption methods in which both the sender and receiver 

share the same key. Public-key cryptography used two 

different keys for encryption schemes. The most popular 

traditional symmetric key encryption algorithm is AES [1],  

which handle security issues to provide confidentiality, 

integrity, non-repudiation and authentication. 
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For hardware structure wise, AES available in open 

literature on both application specific integrated circuit 

(ASIC) [2–5] and FPGA [6–9] platforms. 

AES algorithm is performed by two different approaches, 

such as substitution box (S-box) and look up tables (LUT) 

(T-box). In these approaches, all the computational 

complexities of most critical transforms of AES are replaced 

by simple LUTs. But encryption and decryption based on 

these LUTs are not only memory intensive but also 

asymmetric in nature due to AES operations and sequence 

of transformations in encryption and decryption. The 

pipelining based substitution box (S-box) is implement with 

ROM, block RAM (BRAM) has achieved high throughput 

rate. The pipelined architecture can be made to 

togglebetween the encryption and decryption modes without 

the presence of any dead cycle [6]. Traditional logic 

elements (LE), such as flip flop and look up tables are also 

used for speed enhancement process [7-8]. A single s-box of 

AES can fit in 8 FPGA slices which changes with a sound 

intertwining of the round and key round functionalities in 

order to produce encryption and decryption architectures 

that perfectly fit with the digital cinema initiative 

specifications [9]. FPGA platforms are ideal for the 

implementation of cryptographic algorithms. They are 

reconfigurable that give both time and cost effective 

solutions as compared to ASICs, that require largest 

development time and are expensive [10].  

FPGAs also provide far better speed performance than 

software implementations and at the same time can be re-

programmed on the fly to store updated encryption standard. 

Modern generations of FPGA apart from LUTs are now 

equipped with special embedded features such as multi-

mode clock manager (MMCM) and BRAM for the 

implementation of high-density and high performance 

designs. An active area of research in optimization of 

crypto-system on FPGAs focuses not only to use these new 

embedded features of FPGA but how efficiently and 

effectively these features are to be used in order to enhance 

the performance of these crypto-system in terms of both area 

and speed [11,12]. Encryption and decryption cores are 

separately implemented and occupied considerable amount 

of BRAM resources on FPGA [13]. So there is a need to 

design a unified AES encryption and decryption module to 

minimize BRAM resources and also to efficiently utilize full 

memory space of 32 Kb BRAM available in new 

generations of FPGA devices. The designs target 

maximizing speed, minimizing area or achieving a trade-off 

between speed and area, by means of techniques such as 

loop unrolling, pipelining and data path word length 

customization. 
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The multiple encryption algorithms are combined to form 

new security scheme called hybrid cryptosystems [14-16], 

which screw something up than to get any meaningful 

security gain with little bit tricky. It is also used for 

compression, encryption and secured session key exchange 

along with the transmission. The data is encrypted by 

performing XOR operation on the shuffled data and 

diffusion template. The cryptosystem takes lesser time and 

is found to be safe from any of the cryptanalytic attacks. 

Further elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is used for secure 

transfer of private key [14].The modern ciphers appear to be 

effectively unbreakable; if that's correct, multiple 

encryptions is possible and it is required. Key encapsulation 

mechanism (KEM) works just like a public key encryption 

scheme, except that the encryption algorithm takes no input 

other than the recipient’s public key. The encryption 

algorithm can only be used to generate and encrypt a key for 

a symmetric-key encryption scheme. A secure KEM, 

combined with an appropriately secure symmetric-key 

encryption scheme, yields a hybrid encryption scheme 

which is secure in the sense of IND-CCA [15]. A hybrid 

homomorphic encryption combines public-key encryption 

(PKE) and somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE) to 

reduce the storage requirements of most somewhat or fully 

homomorphic encryption (FHE) applications [16]. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Asif et al. [17] have proposed a residue number system 

(RNS) based apparatus framework of an ECC processor 

over prime field. The processor figures point development in 

Jacobian makes by a joined spreading out of point 

replicating and point advancement. Serial-parallel isolated 

spoil building is proposed for an adjusted execution of the 

processor to the degree time and zone. Overhauled reviewed 

diminishment building is in like way showed that 

accomplishes a low zone by pulling back the RNS modulo 

in unimportant parties and structures the get-togethers one 

by one. A joined arranging of the ECPD and ECPA is 

utilized to decrease the required number of particular 

assignments on the focal way and updates the measure of 

clock cycles for one ECPM by around 17%. The system 

blended, and executed on the Virtex-7 and Virtex-6FPGAs 

and shows execution to the best in class parallel and RNS 

based ECC processors.  

Shahbazi et al. [18] have proposed 32-bit ASIP-based crypto 

processor for AES, IDEA, and MD5. This chart has nine 

most far away point units and two information transports. It 

has other than two sorts of 32-bit run packs for executing 

memory reference, select reference, and information/yield 

reference headings. The encoded yield possible 

consequences of the encryption course of action of a 128-

piece input square are gotten after 122, 146 and 170 clock 

cycles for AES-128, AES-192, and AES-256, in a manner of 

speaking. It takes 95 clock cycles to encode or unscramble a 

64-bit input hose by utilizing IDEA. The MD5 hash check 

requires 469 clock cycles to pass on the coded yields for a 

square of 512 bits. The execution of the proposed processor 

is showed up especially in relationship with some past and 

best in class utilize like speed, progressiveness, throughput, 

and versatility.  

Lee et al. [19] have proposed heterogeneous twofold 

preparing portion (twofold PE) format and a need dealt with 

booking of sensible to-left twofold and-circuit reliably EC 

scalar multiplication (ECSM) with randomized controlling 

technique. The equipment execution is capable paying little 

character to the way that the ECC plots are secure at 

cryptanalysis, the private educational assembling constantly 

in an unprotected gadget contraption will be removed by 

physical strikes. It accomplishes a power-examination safe 

dual-field ECC (DF-ECC) processor. A memory levels of 

advancement with neighborhood memory synchronization 

plot is utilized to enhance the information trade speed. The 

blueprint finished in UMC 90-nm CMOS process with 0.41 

mm2 center zone over GF (P
160

) and GF (2
160

). 

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

EDGE Artix 7 FPGA Development board is the feature rich 

development board with Artix 7 FPGA, SPI FLASH, 

SRAM, HDMI, Micro SD, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ADC, DAC, 

LCD, 7 segment Display, VGA, , Stereo Jack, buzzer, Push 

Button, Slide Switch, LED, Temperature Sensor and LDR. 

The Board also provides additional interface like CMOS 

Camera and TFT Display at the expansion connectors. 

 Fig 1.EDGE 

Artix 7 FPGA Development board 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION TESTBEDS: 

The experimental setup has been designed based on the 

ARTIX-7 EDGE Family of the processors in which 

properties are listed below  

ARTIX-7   Family Used:xc7a200tffg1156 Speed =-1 

package = ffg1156 

The MRI brain Images are used for testing the proposed 

algorithm , the MRI brains are then converted into bit maps 

has been stored in memory of the FPGA and using the 

constraint files are then ported into the FPGA for further 

transmission and analysis. 
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Fig3. Hardware Setup for the Interfacing Techniques 

 
Fig.4 Transmitter Side   mechanism 

 

 

 
 

 

5.Analysis Side Interfaced with the System for Analysis. 

AREA UTILIZATION SUMMARY: 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP DETAILS: 

 

Fig6. Encrypted test Data for the Image From the FPGA 

Analysis 

THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS : 

Throughput  has been analyzed by the following 

expression  

Throughput =  (FmaxX latency)  /Slices 

VI. AVALANCHE EFFECT ANALYSIS AND 

SENSITIVITY MECHANISM 

Avalanche Effect: The strength of the cryptosystem is 

tested on the basis of Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC). 

SAC is said to be satisfied whenever complementing a 

single input bit results in change of each of the output bits 

with a 50% probability. The 128 bit image sections and key 

each of 128-bit are the inputs to the AES algorithm. Thus, 

with a single bit complemented in plaintext or key, the 

cipher text should change with a probability of 50% known 

as Avalanche Effect. 

From the above table, it is clear that the proposed algorithm 

has the 55% to 65% in avalanche effect and whereas the 

other algorithm consumes the 50 % to 63% . 

VII. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: 

In this analysis, we have introduced the attacks -brutal force 

attacks in the data , in which the encrypted image has been 

transmitted in an IoT environment /WIFI and received at the 

receiver side.  the same hardware has been used for the 

receiver side .  the sensitivity has been analyzed by the 

formula 

NPCR  = {[∑id(i)]/m}x100%                         

The  NPCR and entropy conditions were calculated at the 

different cases which is mentioned above  and tabulated in 

the table 
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From the above table ,Clearly states that the sensitivity 

analysis has been calculated  on the basis of one-bit change 

in the receiver side and hence then the output has been 

calculated based on the above formula. 

VIII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: 

From the above table, we have compared the proposed 

algorithm with the algorithms in which performance in 

terms of area and throughput has increased when compared 

with other existing algorithms and finds it suitability for the 

IoT based Medical Image Processing. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Hardware implementation of hybrid model encryption 

algorithm proposed for secure transmission of medical 

images. For making hybrid model from the symmetric key 

algorithm modified Advanced Encryption Standard and 

Rivest Cipher 4 were used. Avalanche effect is more 

percentage compare to existing method. Here the sensitivity 

of the data also compared with the previous algorithm. 

While looking the parameter such as throughput, LUT, 

Slices this proposed model having better performance. All 

the parameter tested with hardware with support of Artix 7 

board of FPGA device.  
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